NATIONALISM  BEFORE   1914
Another group composed principally of Druse and Muslims
of the Lebanon and of Damascus, who since the massacres of
1860 had looked upon Great Britain as their protector, ap-
proached the British Consul-General in Beirut with the request
that the British Government should assist the Arabs in their
struggle against the Turks.1 A delegation of Syrian Muslim
notables visited Lord Kitchener, High Commissioner in Egypt,
petitioning Great Britain to annex Syria to Egypt and to give
Syria an independent administration.3 Lord Kitchener, no
less than H.M. Government, was aware of the ultimate impor-
tance of extending British influence in western Arabia as well
as on the coast of the Persian Gulf and with Ibn Sa'ud. Such
influence was essential if a Khalifat independent of Ottoman
control and of German influence was to be created/ and if the
still nebulous project of a Trans-Arabia railway from Akaba to
the Persian Gulf was to be realized. The advances of the
Syrians and of the Arab Nationalists were, therefore, tactfully
received although no action was taken. Sharif 'Abdullah on
behalf of his father, Sharif Husain of Mecca, also approached
Lord Kitchener in February, 1914, concerning which incident
the following statement for publication in this work has been
authorized by Drs. G. P. Gooch and H. V. W. Temperley, editors
of'the British Documents on Onginofthe World War, 1898-1914:
The facts appear to be that Abdullah Pasha, on the way to
Constantinople in February,  1914, asked Lord Kitchener
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, pp 60-1.
-time negotiations see
^icolson to Sasanov,
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Picot, French Consul-General in Beirut, and a co-negotiator of the Sykes-Picot
Agreement, must rest the onus for allowing these documents to fall into the
hands of the Turks, On the declaration of war, M. Picot, unlike his British
colleague who spent the night burning his Consular files, merely relied on
American Consular seals placed on the safe containing the incriminating
papers. The Turks, disregarding both the seals and American official protests,
burst open the safe.
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